I started this project as part of a PW I was building and have since put on the back burner.  But i decided i really liked the story as it was so far so i made it it's own module.  Now I plan on this being the first part of a series based around the airship Zephyr.

This Module uses a OC style recall system which works beutifully thanks to Jassper

You will find the orb of recall in one ofthe rooms of the skyward enterprises building, it should be very easy to find.

Just recently I updated to the latest C. R. A. P. tilesets & haks

This module requires all expansions including the CEP 1.52

All credit for the hakpacks and 95% of the scripting goes to the creators the CEP and CRP people and people on the forums who have helped with scripting issues.

I hopw you enjoy the first installment and give me lots of feedback

jesse@jworld.info
MIM jbroecker@tampabay.rr.com
AIM Broecker001
And Arumath on the forums & vault

Version 1.9
Fixed many of the typ-o’s in conversations though there still may be some.  Added a new book to the Dasil Library.  Added some furnishings to the palace ruins, added a bathhouse in Dasil, added some enemies to the desert ruins.  

Version 1.8
Fixed the polygon leading to the ervallian ruins, adjusted Melchior’s shop, added armer merchant in the troll toss tavern in the Arkon port District.  Adjusted some encounters to be more consistent with lvls 12-16 Skeletal archers will no longer drop their crossbows when killed.  

Version 1.7 
This latest version brings many fixes and refinements no more sphinx’ showing up as random encounters, some other encounters have been modified to adjust difficult.  I did some work on the watery little dungeon and the water now looks much better than it did.  I’ve added some bandits to the lower desert and some dead bodies for cosmetic effect.

Version 1.4
This version brought a few fixes including finally the messed up ship area and I’ve added a second house that can be burgled by a rogue.

